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El Moyra
The conscious human
self will always stumble
but stumbling on your
path does not mean
that you do not flow

El Moyra

effortlessly upon the
river of attainment at
the same time.

“The more that you turn your face toward the
attainment of mastery and all other hopes and
wishes for the spiritual self, a mirror then is
always set before you until such time as what you
see as the goal and what is reflected in the
mirror, are as one.”
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“The level of attainment is self defined. What is
within the universe of yourself is reflected in this
mirror. It is not to become perfect, that is not the
goal. It is not to be free of all fault, for truly that
is irrelevant as what can be mined from within is
far beyond such notions as this.”
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El Moyra
There is a depth that is so incredible within
the human aspect and you are quite
capable of living out your daily human
lives yet coming into mastery. Human
mastery is different to mastery when not in
form, but it is mastery nonetheless. It is
mastery within a framework.

“The gentleness of spirit can bring a space necessary to allow
attainment to pour in and heaviness to flow out. Kindness arrives
from the heart of God. Kindness to self – what a wonderful gift.
When you are kind to yourself, you nourish your soul, for you are
your soul's invention. How can you put in place a gentleness that
lasts, yet allows for dynamic action when needed? It is time to
breathe, my friends. You have all the time in the world in one sense
and each breath is God-given, arriving from the Living Light. Take
time to just ‘be’, not with any technique nor with spiritual practice.
To simply take a breath and be mindful of it, knowing from where it
comes, brings great gentleness.”
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“What is energy but consciousness in
motion? And as the essence of you moves
away from separation and comes into the
outer glow of Oneness there is a quickening
felt – an anticipation, a yearning to become
whole, to rejoin, to return to something that
is truly exhilarating and astonishingly
empowering. You are a trickle of water
seeking out the ocean . . ."
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Akhnaton
To see through the
eyes of a master
means to pause upon
your path. You then
turn to face those
who come behind

Akhnaton

you, to encourage
them and be the light
by which the path

“Do you know, a master need do nothing, have
no special capacities or great strengths. A
spiritual master need only be the child of God
that they are. They simply take ownership of this,
for as a child of God are not the traits of the
parent inbuilt?”

“Service is doing, mastery is being and the two
can combine spectacularly. Sometimes masters
choose to just ‘be’. Sometimes masters choose to
channel this ‘being’ into the direction of service.
Either way, to wish to come into one's mastery for
the self alone is the surest way to latch the door.”
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may be found.
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AKHNATON

AKHNATON

Upon your world there are living avatars

There is great excitement and

who simply walk amongst your people.

anticipation with every step upon

Sometimes the word gets around and

your path. This is how it should be,

great crowds begin to build and

for it is delightful to be you; to be

ashrams are built and so on. Yet, for

alive, expanded and open spiritually.

the master little changes – they simply

Yet, greater still is the path itself than

walk amongst you and ‘be’.

its destination.

“I simply come this day to say, begin to place

avatar and one who is spiritually mature to

at the forefront of your consciousness the goal

discard ambition. Many of your great texts

as being something other than what pleases

have made this known. Yet, it does not mean

you, for then the gateways are always open.

that you cease to be able to achieve all that you

If you set aside your own ambitions

would hope to. It no longer becomes the

spiritually, to focus upon the giving to others

motivation and therefore is not limited to your

then you will find that as you stand still, your

desire, rather the greater desire of God can

location changes and you are moved far

manifest through you. It will always be vastly

beyond the point where you did begin. That is

superior and more fulfilling. Within such a

Divinity for you. It is the sign of a great

climate all needs are attended to by Divinity."
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Kuan Yin
I am always at your
service and I send
outward from me, my
radiance, love, wisdom,
blessings and the joy of
knowing that Divinity
moves through me.

“It is time to begin to contemplate service. As
mastery begins to integrate into human your
consciousness it is timely to remember that
'mastery' is but a term for those who take upon
themselves a great responsibility in service. So
then, it could be timely if you wish it, to initiate
directions of service. For some it will be a
continuation but perhaps a new level of
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experience, capacities, insights, skills and
opportunities. For others, it may be new
directions entirely – it is what you ‘call in’. As you
become more aligned with the higher aspects of
self, so it is, that higher guidance will come and
this is to be welcomed. It is exciting, yet as with
anything within your physical realm you must
initiate it.”
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Ku a n Y i n
You are perfect and all that is
human of you, is perfect.
There is no judgement,
simply a guiding hand at this
time from one to another
who is part of this wonderful
journey called life.
“You must place your foot forward for the path to become known
and open before you. For, the path does not exist until you place
your foot forward. Spirit operates spontaneously within the
Eternal Now which is ever-changing. As such, what is to be put in
place before you is only ever put in place when it is absolutely
timely. The next step then, that you take upon the path after the
first step, reveals itself only as that step is being taken and so on.
In this way we allow for the spontaneity of existence, Creation and
Divine Thought and guidance.
This is why you must not place too much store upon the
future or future pathways, for they are not formed and the Divine
Mind will not give you what is not in the moment. Once you begin
to take that step into either a greater arena of service or a different
direction, then Divinity will make the path smooth and what a
blossoming it shall be.”

“One of the purposes of my communication
is to hopefully show you that as you journey
to a new spiritual experience, by its very
nature it becomes more about what you give
than what you receive. The journey then
becomes more service focused. For, to
pursue the experience for the benefit of
yourself alone would counter any such
movement forward.”
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Pebbles of Service
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Sanat Kumara

There once was a beautiful visualisation given to this channel
from the master you call Jesus, who we know as Sananda. I draw
from this. I stand before each and I hold my hand before you. You
extend yours outward to receive. Into the palm of your hand I
place pebbles. Ordinary pebbles. They shall differ for each. Some
of you may have many, some but a few. The number is
inconsequential in terms of relevance and comparison. Once upon
a time, Jesus placed into the hands of his disciples pebbles
gathered from the earth where he sat. They are given with a
blessing yet the blessing is not for you. The blessing is for the
people that each of these pebbles represents. They are the ones
who shall cross your path for you to serve. The blessing placed
upon them is that they shall be blessed by your radiance and
interaction with them and by Divinity who will breathe through
you. So, how beautiful are these simple, blessed pebbles! Perhaps
you may be feeling unworthy but I say to you, these symbolic
pebbles are blessed by the ‘blessing’ that is you.
Everyone in existence within Creation is a blessing, in one
way or another, to someone, to something and even to a time and
place. As ones who are soon to walk in mastery I ask: ‘Do you
accept these pebbles?’ Pay no heed to the number. To bless one or
to bless a thousand holds the same energy and significance. When
those in human consciousness pass over, their soul only
recognises love and service as the perspective on the life they have
led. One act of kindness is equal to a hundred acts of kindness, for
it is not in the opportunity and its frequency but rather, it is
whether the opportunity has been taken.

Sanat Kumara
In the first moment held within the Presence of Christ
Consciousness much passed between you and you were
guided, not in words, but in a way unspeakably beautiful.
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Summary
♦"

When you seek mastery, a

mirror is set before you until such
time as the goal and reflection are
one and the same.
♦"

You are not expected to be

perfect as mastery can form a
parallel pathway alongside your
daily human life. As such, you can
stumble yet still have spiritual
attainment.
♦"

You are encouraged to be kind

and gentle with yourself as this
nourishes your soul.

♦"

A spiritual master need only

acknowledge and allow themselves
to be the child of God that they are.
This is possible for you.
♦"

To wish to come into mastery

for yourself alone will block the way.
♦"

To truly move forward on your

spiritual path you must stand still to
help others.
♦"

♦"

initiate service within your life.
♦"

spiritual ambitions to focus on

Mastery simply means taking

on a greater responsibility in
service.
♦"

Tune into your higher self for

guidance regarding your service.
♦"

When you release your own

Kuan Yin encourages you to

Spirit operates spontaneously

within the Eternal Now and only
brings you what is in the moment.

others, Divinity moves you forward

♦"

on your path, far beyond where you

spiritual path only appears when

paused to be in service.

you are ready.

♦"

In this way, the greater desire

of God can work through you.
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As such, the next step on your

Who are the Ascended Masters?

What is the White Star Temple?

The Ascended Masters are
beings of pure love and light
that reside within the higher
dimensions of Spirit. As such,
they do not have form though
are often depicted in paintings
to make it easier for us to
identify with them.
They exist in a dimension
where the primary focus is service. Humanity has the
blessing of these beings bringing their service to us. It
is their ongoing joy to assist us on our path back to
the Divine.
You can call upon the Ascended Masters to be
present with you in meditation.

The White Star Temple is an inter-dimensional
‘Temple’, which isn’t a literal temple but rather, is an
‘energy pattern’ where the Ascended Masters meet with
us. This pattern sits outside of the space-time
continuum. As such, anyone can access the Temple at
the same time as everyone else and in any location, as
time and space are irrelevant. While in the White Star
Temple each will hear and receive energies and
understanding relevant to them.
The White Star Temple stands for all 'time' and
has its own consciousness which evolves as we evolve.
You too can participate in the Temple. You need only
intend that this be so or you can listen to Soltec’s
recordings while in meditation and your consciousness
will join with the White Star Temple.

Who is SOLTEC?

Soltec makes available many audio
recordings received from the Ascended
Masters as well as printed books
featuring the Temple wisdom. Plus, he
offers a free Temple podcast for you to
subscribe to and enjoy.

Soltec is an Australian channel and spiritual
teacher with over 20 years experience and
regularly facilitates meditation groups and
seminars. He has an intimate connection
with the Ascended Masters which he gladly
shares with others, assisting them to find
their own unique relationship with these
divine beings.

Simply go to :
www.melchizedekuniversity.com
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